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Abstract 

While pandemic restrictions are being lifted in EU Member States, the WHO’s mid-2022 

goal to vaccinate 70 % of the world's population against COVID-19 had still not been 

reached by August 2022. To evaluate the success of pandemic containment, not only 

domestic but also worldwide immunisation efforts must be considered. Following a ‘triple-

A approach’ (analysis – assessment – advice), this paper evaluates the EU’s commitment for 

equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines: The first chapter (analysis) examines the 

status quo regarding global accessibility of COVID-19 vaccines. It puts a focus on COVAX, 

the largest international procurement and distribution mechanism for COVID-19 vaccines, 

and the EU’s role in it. The second chapter (assessment) evaluates the EU’s activities within 

and beyond COVAX. It identifies the initiative’s shortcomings and reviews to what extent 

the EU addresses them otherwise. The final chapter (advice) discusses three alternative 

deductions the European Commission could draw from this assessment and concludes that 

equitable global vaccine access is essential to end the pandemic. Access must not only be 

defined in terms of supply, but also in terms of actual vaccine uptake. The paper therefore 

identifies three political priorities to improve both, target countries’ supply security and 

absorption capacity: a) durable immunisation infrastructure and regional vaccine 

manufacturing capacities, b) priority access to COVID-19 vaccines for the most vulnerable 

population groups and c) stopping vaccine mis- and disinformation. Following an activity 

framework set up by Anderson et al. (2021), the paper then formulates policy 

recommendations for the European Commission to improve fair global access to  

COVID-19 vaccines. 
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Introduction 

After two and a half years of fighting the pandemic and with the World Health Organisation’s 

(WHO) goal1 to vaccinate 70 % of the world's population against SARS-CoV-2 within reach, 

it is time to assess the EU’s role in the worldwide distribution of COVID-19 vaccines. For 

the first time since the beginning of the pandemic, COVID-19-related restrictions are being 

lifted with a longer-term perspective on the European continent. With the Omicron variant 

of the virus, which often causes milder courses of the disease, becoming dominant, the 

pandemic seems to have lost some of its horror – at least in widely immunised parts of the 

world.  

But a pandemic is – as the etymological origin of the term indicates – a global problem, 

which is why, in addition to domestic immunisation campaigns, the efforts to achieve 

worldwide immunisation against COVID-19 must be included in the success evaluation of 

pandemic control: Has the EU’s commitment within global vaccination initiatives proven to 

be efficient? What conclusions can be drawn from the current status of global pandemic 

containment efforts for the Union's further strategy? Is the EU on the right track towards fair 

global access to COVID-19 vaccines, or does it need to set new priorities for the global 

immunisation campaign to be successfully completed?  

This paper addresses these questions with a particular focus on the EU's role in COVAX, the 

world's largest international initiative towards the European Union's declared goal of 

"ensuring that safe vaccines reach all corners of the world"2. It follows a ‘triple-A approach’ 

(analysis – assessment – advice) to offer an evaluation of the EU’s current commitment for 

equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines. 

The first chapter examines the current situation regarding the global accessibility of  

COVID-19 vaccines. The analysis puts COVAX, the largest international procurement and 

distribution mechanism for COVID-19 vaccines, at its centre and investigates the European 

Union’s role within this global initiative.  

The second chapter assesses the EU’s activities within and beyond COVAX. In a first step, 

it reviews the effectiveness of the COVAX scheme in providing fair global access to  

COVID-19 vaccines and identifies shortcomings in the programme’s delivery. In a second 

step, it reviews EU initiatives towards vaccine equity beyond the COVAX framework to 

 
1 Cf. WHO (2021a), p. 2. 
2 European Commission (2022g). 
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assess to what extent the European Union addresses the shortcomings of the mechanism 

through other channels. Special focus is given to the question of patent waivers on  

COVID-19 technologies that has been controversially discussed within the World Trade 

Organisation (WTO). 

The third chapter builds on this assessment and discusses three alternative sets of conclusions 

the European Commission could draw regarding its future policy orientation. It identifies 

political priorities and formulates policy recommendations for the European Commission to 

improve fair global access to COVID-19 vaccines. 

1. Global access to COVID-19 vaccines: Where are we at? 

Fair and equitable access to vaccines in all parts of the world is a key element to achieving 

global immunity and permanently contain the COVID-19 pandemic. The WHO’s goal to 

vaccinate 70 % of the world's population against COVID-19, aimed for by mid-20223, had 

not yet been reached in August 2022. As of 22 August 2022, the world-wide share of people 

fully vaccinated was at 62 %. 67.5 % of the world population had received at least one 

vaccination dose.4   

While these numbers might not seem too far off the set goal, looking at the data in terms of 

global distribution, another picture becomes apparent: While 73.3 % of the European 

Union’s population have fully completed their initial COVID-19 vaccination protocol5, only 

26.7 % of people on the African continent have received at least one dose of the vaccine (see 

figures 1 and 2). 

 

 
3 Cf. WHO (2021a), p. 2. 
4 Cf. Our World in Data (2022a) and (2022b). 
5 Two vaccination doses are considered as initial vaccination protocol for most of the currently available 
vaccines. 

Figure 1 Figure 2 
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These numbers show a clear divide between the global North and the global South, or 

between high-income countries (HICs) and low- or medium-income countries (LMICs) in 

terms of immunisation status. To permanently contain the pandemic and prevent the 

emergence of new virus variants6, however, it is necessary to reach the 70 % immunisation 

mark across all parts of the world. 

A critical evaluation of the effectiveness of the COVAX scheme as the largest international 

instrument for the fair global allocation of COVID-19 vaccines as well as the EU’s role in it 

will help to identify hindering factors to reaching global immunity and allow to formulate 

recommendations for future EU action to faster reach this objective. 

1.1 What is COVAX? 

COVAX, the COVID-19 Global Vaccine Access initiative, is the largest internationally 

coordinated vaccine allocation instrument and the facility through which the European Union 

directs a large part of its contributions in the global fight against COVID-19. It is part of the 

larger Acess to COVID-19 Tools Accelerator (ACT-Accelerator), a partnership launched by 

the WHO, the European Commission, France and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 

(BMGF) on 24 April 2020 as a multilateral initiative uniting various stakeholders including 

governments, global health organisations, scientists, businesses, civil society, and 

philanthropist foundations. Its aim is to raise financial support for the accelerated 

development, production and equitable distribution of COVID-19 diagnostics, therapeutics, 

and vaccines. The ACT-Accelerator consists of a workstream and three thematic pillars that 

are each managed by several coordinating agencies:  

1. The Access and Allocation workstream, coordinated by the Global Fund against 

Epidemics, the World Bank and the WHO, guarantees that the programme’s results 

generate the largest possible output for the countries that are most in need. 

2. The Diagnostics Pillar, managed by the Global Alliance for Diagnostics and the 

Global Fund, supports the development and delivery of COVID-19 tests in LMICs. 

3. The Therapeutics Pillar, managed by the Wellcome Foundation and the Unitaid 

health agency, supports research and clinical care in LMICs through the provision of 

medical assets and treatments. 

 
6 Virus mutations often occur in patients with reduced immune protection. To prevent such mutations and 
contain the pandemic, it is therefore necessary to reach a high global immunisation rate, especially among 
vulnerable populations. 
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4. The Vaccines Pillar, COVAX, is coordinated by the WHO, the Coalition for 

Epidemic Preparedness (CEPI) and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, and was created as a 

global facility for equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines. The United Nations 

International Children's Emergency Fund (UNICEF) is a key actor in the delivery of 

vaccines in the framework of the programme. 

COVAX’ overarching goal is to create a fair distribution mechanism to identify needs, 

organise the roll-out and grant access to COVID-19 vaccines to all participating countries, 

including those that cannot not afford to purchase them at market prices. Its objective is 

granting access to vaccines for all people and preventing the emergence of further virus 

variants through swift and global immunisation. COVAX therefore acts as a platform that 

supports research and development as well as the production of various vaccine candidates. 

It also negotiates vaccine prices. All participating countries are given access to successfully 

developed vaccines, regardless of their income. 92 LMICs and 78 HICs take part in the 

scheme, representing 90 % of the world’s population.7 

The COVAX scheme consists of two major strands: the COVAX Facility and the COVAX 

Advance Market Commitment (AMC). The participating HICs are self-financing economies: 

they pool their resources through the COVAX Facility which serves as funding mechanism 

on the one hand and as central purchasing office on the other. In its funding function, the 

COVAX Facility supports the investment of vaccine manufacturers to speed up the 

development and production of COVID-19 vaccines. Contributing to the COVAX Facility 

guarantees HICs access to sufficient doses to vaccinate up to 50 % of their populations. 

Vaccine doses are allocated in proportion to the pace of their production. To ensure the fair 

allocation of available vaccines, however, no country will receive more resources than 

needed to vaccinate 20 % of its population before all other participating countries have been 

offered enough doses to reach the same percentage. HICs can access vaccine doses by paying 

off a share of their cost in advance. This mechanism is supposed to secure the production of 

enough doses for all participating countries. HICs can choose between a committed purchase 

and an optional purchase option:  

a) The committed purchase option means an advance payment of 15 % of the estimated 

final cost per dose and includes the possibility to opt out in case the vaccine’s final 

price is more than double compared to the expected price. 

 
7 Cf. Gavi (2020) and European Parliament (2022), p. 3 ff. and Schäfer (2021). 
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b) The optional purchase option ensures access to a fair share of vaccine doses without 

the obligation to buy them. The advance payment per dose, however, is twice as high 

as in the committed purchase option. 

The optional purchase option gives HICs greater flexibility and was created to convince a 

higher number of them to participate in the COVAX Facility. It has, however, also created 

lesser predictability concerning the numbers of vaccine doses available for LMICs. Even 

though the COVAX Facility offers HICs the opportunity to obtain vaccine doses through 

COVAX, EU Member States did not use this supply channel.  

LMICs can receive vaccines through COVAX with financial support from the COVAX 

AMC. The COVAX AMC is separated from the COVAX Facility and receives funding 

through voluntary contributions in the shape of official development assistance (ODA) from 

HICs or through private donors. Contributions can either be monetary or in-kind vaccine 

doses. LMICs or ‘AMC economies’ may be able to obtain additional vaccine doses through 

a cost-sharing mechanism. Paid contributions can be financed by loans from multilateral 

development banks under favourable conditions negotiated by the COVAX Facility Office.8 

Global immunisation against COVID-19 requires the fast development, production and roll-

out of effective vaccines. COVAX has therefore invested more than 1 billion euros in 

vaccine research and development9 and has also set up a marketplace to help overcome 

delays in the production of the required vaccine components10. It has also used its resources 

to address issues surrounding vaccine distribution, such as logistics or vaccination hesitancy, 

that Hayley Anderson et al. describe as absorption capacity.11 This capacity can be optimised 

by investing in a framework consisting of four parts: 

1. Setting up supply chains: This element addresses all necessary steps to make vaccines 

available to people starting from import issues, storage and transport possibilities 

(especially cold-chain requirements) up to the organisation of decentralised mobile 

vaccination units. 

2. Staffing & equipment: This element focusses on the recruitment and training of 

medical staff needed for fast and efficient vaccination campaigns. 

3. Systemisation: This element deals with data collection and monitoring. 

 
8 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 4. 
9 Cf. CEPI (2022a). 
10 Cf. CEPI (2022b). 
11 Cf. Andersen et al. (2021). 
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4. Strategic communication & community engagement: This element aims to prevent 

vaccine reluctance and to tackle the challenge of disinformation regarding vaccines.12 

The COVAX scheme supports LMICs to build capacities in these four areas to facilitate their 

vaccination campaigns. Targeted elements include regulation, recruitment and training, 

logistics, identifying priority target groups, coverage monitoring, awareness-raising and 

confidence-building.13 

1.2 The EU’s role in COVAX 

Team Europe – that is the European Institutions, the EU’s Member States and the EU’s 

financial institutions – is one of the main contributors to the COVAX scheme. Contributions 

took place through funding of the COVAX AMC on the one hand and vaccine donations on 

the other. In successive pledges, the European Commission and the European Investment 

Bank (EIB) have committed to contribute the following funds to COVAX: 

• 400 million euros in grants to the COVAX AMC: 100 million euros from the 11th 

European Development Fund (EDF), pledged on 12 November 202014, and 

additionally 300 million euros from the new Global Europe instrument15, pledged at 

the virtual G7 leaders’ meeting on 16 February 202116; 

• 600 million euros in guarantees: 400 million euros from the EIB, pledged on 31 

August 202017, and 200 million euros from the European Fund for Sustainable 

Development plus (EFSD+) that guarantee an EIB loan, pledged on 16 February 

202118; 

• 300 million euros reoriented to COVAX so that the EIB can support third countries 

in the cost-sharing mechanism, announced by Ursula von der Leyen, President of the 

European Commission, at the COVAX AMC summit on 3 June 202119. 

As of 26 February 2022, Team Europe’s pledges to COVAX in grants, not including loans 

and guarantees, amounted to a total of 3 283 million euros out of 11 035 million euros that 

were pledged to COVAX worldwide. The amendment to the 2021 EU budget of 

 
12 Cf. ibid., p.15f. 
13 Cf. European Parliament, p. 5. 
14 Cf. European Commission (2020a). 
15 Cf. Consilium (2020). 
16 Cf. European Commission (2021b). 
17 Cf. EURAXESS (2020). 
18 Cf. European Commission (2021b). 
19 Cf. European Investment Bank (2021). 
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22 December 2021 saw an increase of the resources planned for the global COVID-19 

vaccination campaign: the initially foreseen 850 million euros were topped up with another 

450 million euros. This sum was taken from the budget’s flexibility instrument, meaning that 

the total budget for 2021 remained the same. The budgetary agreement for 2022 foresees an 

additional 190 million euros for the Global Europe instrument dedicated to the global 

pandemic response, including vaccinations.20 

Next to these financial contributions, the EU also supports COVAX through direct vaccine 

donations. Having secured more COVID-19 vaccine doses than needed for its own 

population21, the EU and its Member States have committed to share excess doses with 

LMICs. The main channel used for these donations is COVAX, but the EU has also 

established its own tools to organise this process. It has created a vaccine-sharing mechanism 

that helps to match donation proposals from its Member States with requests from third 

countries. This tool mainly addresses health workers and humanitarian needs and primarily 

focusses the EU’s Eastern and Southern neighbourhood. Member States can assign their 

vaccine donations to specific recipient countries, and they are donated through either 

COVAX or another appropriate channel.22 

The EU had initially pledged to share 700 million doses directly or through COVAX by  

mid-2022 but has later corrected the date by which this number will be reached to the end of 

the year.23 As of 4 July 2022, Team Europe had shared 409 million doses through COVAX, 

337 million of which had already been delivered. This sum amounts to more than half of the 

total doses donated to AMC economies through COVAX.24 In addition, EU Member States 

had delivered 70 million vaccine doses through bilateral donations by June 2022.25 

  

 
20 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 6. 
21 Cf. Launch & Scale Speedometer (2022). 
22 Cf. European Commission (2021a), European Commission (2022a) and European Parliament (2022), p.7. 
23 Cf. Consilium (2022), European Commission (2021c) and European Commission (2022a). 
24 Cf. Gavi (2022). 
25 Cf. European Commission (2022a). 
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2. COVAX and beyond: EU action assessed  

2.1 Has COVAX been efficient? 

As demonstrated by the figures above, COVAX as cooperative international mechanism has 

contributed to the quick development, production and distribution of COVID-19 vaccines.26 

Critics, however, claim that it has not lived up to its goal of reducing global vaccination 

inequity.  

COVAX’ original objective of vaccinating at least 30 % of every country’s population 

worldwide by the end of 2021 

was not achieved (see figure 3). 

In 2021, global vaccine 

production and distribution was 

slowed down by the different 

approval processes for vaccine 

candidates, difficulties in the 

upscaling of production 

processes and export 

restrictions in important 

COVAX supplier countries. 

Consequently, in the first three quarters of 2021, donor countries were slower than expected 

to deliver on their pledges and COVAX adapted its September 2021 supply forecast for AMC 

economies to just enough doses to vaccinate 20 % of their populations. However, in the last 

months of 2021 and the first part of 2022, vaccine deliveries to AMC countries have 

increased considerably.27 

As of 31 December 2021, 68.98 % of people in HICs had been fully vaccinated (not including 

booster doses) as compared to only 35.22 % in lower-middle-income countries and a mere 

3.78 % in low-income countries.28 The vaccination rate in AMC economies has considerably 

improved since the first vaccine delivery through COVAX on 24 February 2021.  

 
26 Cf. Klobucista (2022) and European Parliament (2022), p. 8. 
27 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 9. 
28 Cf. Our World in Data (2022d). 

Figure 3 
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A direct comparison of the vaccination rate development in HICs and AMC countries 

between 24 February 2021 and 7 August 2022, however, shows a strong divide, particularly 

affecting the African continent (see table 1 and figure 4): 

 

 24 Feb. 2021 7 Aug.2022 

high-income 3.49 % 73.59 % 

upper-middle-income 0.20 % 78.94 % 

lower-middle-income 0.07 % 55.98 % 

low-income 0.00 % 16.87 % 

Africa 0.01 % 21.49 % 

 

Even though HICs and upper-middle-income countries have both reached the 70 % mark set 

by the WHO, the fact that upper-middle-income countries have surpassed HICs indicates 

that vaccine availability no longer is the main determining factor with regard to vaccination 

rates. Consequently, the attention needs to shift from supply to absorption capacity. 

2.1.1 Hindering factors to vaccination efficacy 

COVAX’ main objective is to boost global vaccine production and foster the equitable and 

fair distribution of COVID-19 vaccines worldwide. Throughout the year 2021, 11.2 billion 

COVID-19 vaccine doses were produced globally29, potentially enough for a large part of 

the world’s population to complete their initial vaccination protocol. However, the efforts 

channeled through the COVAX initiative have not been efficient enough to reach this goal 

and available vaccine doses are still not being distributed equitably on a global level. In 

February 2022, COVAX had still fallen short by 700 million doses of its initial aim to 

distribute 1.8 billion doses until the end of 2021.30 

  

 
29 Cf. IFPMA (2021). 
30 UK Parliament (2022). 

Figure 4 

Table 1 
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WHO director-general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus blames four main factors for 

weakening the global vaccination efficacy:  

1. vaccine nationalism,  

2. vaccine diplomacy,  

3. vaccine hesitancy and  

4. vaccine euphoria.31  

While vaccine nationalism describes the phenomenon of HICs stockpiling more than 80 % 

of the produced COVID-19 vaccines32, vaccine diplomacy describes a scenario where 

vaccine donations are used as a tool to pursue geopolitical interests33. Vaccine hesitancy is 

a set of beliefs or psychological barriers that lead to fear or refusal of vaccines that have 

proven efficient34 and vaccine euphoria describes a phenomenon where high vaccination 

rates lead to the premature abandon of other protective measures35. 

Particularly two of these phenomena can be identified as hindering factors in the evaluation 

of COVAX’ efficiency so far: vaccine nationalism and vaccine diplomacy. 

Vaccine nationalism 

In the first year after effective COVID-19 vaccines had become available, vaccine 

nationalism was the main obstacle to the success of COVAX. While the programme was 

originally designed as main global procurement and distribution tool for COVID-19 

vaccines, wealthier countries, including the EU Member States, mainly relied on other 

channels (e.g., bilateral purchasing agreements with vaccine manufacturers) to obtain a 

larger number of vaccine doses quicker than foreseen in COVAX’ distribution rationale. 

COVAX’ essential strategy was to pool financial means and available vaccine doses to 

guarantee equitable distribution among all countries participating in the initiative until the 

point where all of them reached the threshold of vaccinating 20 % of their populations, 

regardless of their income level. But the programme’s underlying mechanism does not 

prevent participating HICs from negotiating bilateral agreements with vaccine producers. 

This has led to self-financing economies obtaining multiple more vaccine doses than 

required to vaccinate their populations, thereby increasing the supply gap for LMICs.36 The 

 
31 Cf. Tedros (2021) and European Parliament (2022), p. 10. 
32 Cf. Hafner et al. (2020). 
33 Cf. Jennings (2021). 
34 Cf. Beaulieu-Pelletier (2021). 
35 Cf. Conlen et al. (2021). 
36 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 1f. 
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dynamics of the mechanism that open up different opportunities for self-financing 

economies and AMC countries have progressively turned COVAX into an aid instrument 

rather than a tool to globally manage fair vaccine distribution.37 Analysts like Rosemary 

Flowers-Wanjie from Development Reimagined make a case for COVAX to become a 

compulsory instrument, since the freedom for HICs to opt in or out of multilateral 

instruments at will, depending on the availability of more promising bilateral agreements, 

often is to the detriment of LMICs’ populations.38  

Since the development of vaccines against COVID-19 was very successful and has led to 

the availability of more efficient vaccine candidates than expected, bilateral agreements 

between HICs and pharmaceutical producers have led to an over-supply in those countries. 

Resulting from the advance purchase agreements the EU has struck with different 

manufacturers, it has received almost four times more doses than needed for its population 

to be fully vaccinated.39 Often these additional doses were then used to offer booster shots 

or to vaccinate younger people and children, while AMC economies were still lacking 

vaccines to reach COVAX’ 20 % immunisation goal.40 

Another side effect of HICs purchasing vaccines outside of COVAX is the weakening of the 

mechanism’s originally expected bargaining power.41 COVAX lost out on deals with 

pharmaceutical companies as a consequence of the competition for doses resulting from 

countries striking bilateral agreements with manufacturers themselves. These bilateral 

agreements were consequently often served first: According to UNAIDS, vaccine 

manufacturers had delivered only 120 million of 994 million allotted doses to COVAX by 

October 2021, while 1.8 billion doses were delivered through bilateral deals with HICs.42 In 

January 2022, the European Ombudsman criticised the lack of transparency in the EU’s 

bilateral negotiations with vaccine producers because the negotiated prices were not made 

public due to confidentiality clauses.43 The lacking price transparency adding to the 

oligopolistic market power of pharmaceutical companies that held on COVID-19 vaccines 

increased the costs for COVAX substantially.44 

 
37 Cf. Ravelo (2021). 
38 Cf. Flowers-Wanjie (2021) and European Parliament (2022), p. 11f. 
39 Cf. Launch & Scale Speedometer (2022). 
40 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 9f. 
41 Cf. WHO (2020). 
42 Cf. UNAIDS (2021). 
43 Cf. European Ombudsman (2021). 
44 Cf. Oxfam (2021) and European Parliament (2022), p. 10. 
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Vaccine diplomacy 

COVAX originally did not prevent vaccine donors from designating specific recipient 

countries, which potentially enabled wealthier countries to use their donation as a means to 

pursue other political interests. In the beginning of 2022, however, COVAX abolished this 

possibility and eliminated the risk of the programme being used as a channel for vaccine 

diplomacy.45 

Vaccine dependency 

Another hindering factor can be added to the list above: It becomes apparent when assessing 

the efficiency of COVAX and could be described as vaccine dependency. While the supply 

gap between HICs and LMICs, especially in the first year of vaccine availability, can in large 

parts be attributed to vaccine nationalism, vaccine dependency addresses another and more 

complex issue in the supply problematic, that of intellectual property rights.  

Critics like Jenny Lei Ravelo from Devex suggest that COVAX has fallen short of its 

proclaimed goal to make affordable vaccines accessible globally by choosing a redistribution 

mechanism instead of addressing intellectual property rights. Her criticism refers to the 

controversially discussed question whether patents on vaccines and other COVID-19-related 

technologies should be lifted. Proponents argue that a waiver on patents would open up 

vaccine production to manufacturers all around the globe, which in turn would promptly 

increase vaccine availability and drastically improve equitable vaccine access. Resolving the 

supply problem would also alleviate vaccine nationalism and vaccine diplomacy, since both 

phenomena only occur in contexts of scarcity. 

In October 2020, South Africa and India brought forward a proposal for a temporary 

derogation on intellectual property under the WTO’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects 

of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) for COVID-19-related health technologies. The 

proposal focused on vaccines, but also included diagnostics and therapeutics. In a situation 

of global vaccine shortage, the proposed TRIPS waiver was intended to enable AMC 

economies that possess manufacturing capacities to produce the lacking COVID-19 vaccines 

and at the same time create an incentive for other countries to develop such production 

capacities. 

 
45 Cf. WHO (2021b). 
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But the proposal remained contested because several stakeholders, including the EU, feared 

that loosening patent rights could drastically reduce the economic incentives for 

pharmaceutical innovation and consequently slow down the development of new vaccines 

and therapeutics against COVID-19. They also worried that opening up vaccine production 

to any manufacturer regardless of their qualification and know-how would negatively affect 

the quality of the produced vaccines. The EU therefore answered with a counterproposal that 

recommended to fully exhaust the already existing compulsory licensing flexibilities instead 

and to limit export restrictions. It also suggested to urge vaccine patent holders to expand 

their production through voluntary licensing agreements and to set affordable vaccine prices 

for LMICs. A WHO call to voluntarily share knowledge and patents to COVID-19-related 

technologies had only been backed by Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and Spain 

out of all EU Member States.46  

On 17 June 2022, the WTO’s 12th Ministerial Conference finally adopted a decision on a 

waiver of certain TRIPS obligations. The document takes up the EU’s proposal and includes 

a temporary removal of intellectual property barriers regarding patents for COVID-19 

vaccines. The decision on potentially extending the waiver to diagnostics and medicines, 

however, has been postponed. While the EU welcomed the waiver as a compromise that 

facilitates the production and export of vaccines and still ensures a solid intellectual property 

framework with incentives for innovation47, critics claim that it falls short of its original 

purpose to reduce patent-related barriers to all COVID-19-related technologies 

substantially48.  

2.1.2 Lacking absorption capacity 

Vaccine shortage, however, is not the only problem COVAX is facing. This has become 

evident when in 2022, for the first time, the offer of available vaccine doses within the 

programme exceeded the demand.49 For the first time in 14 allocation rounds, COVAX had 

436 million vaccine doses available for AMC economies in January 2022, but only  

100 million doses were requested for distribution by the end of May. This shift is a strong 

signal that the programme increasingly needs to address absorption capacities in its recipient 

countries. 

 
46 Cf. Oxfam (2022) and European Parliament (2022), p. 8. 
47 Cf. European Commission (2022d). 
48 Cf. Amnesty International (2022), Holmgaard Mersh (2022), Scheel & Maier (2022), European 
Commission (2022d) and Oxfam (2022). 
49 Cf. WHO (2022a). 
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With the decrease of the supply problematic since the first half of 2022, COVAX 

increasingly needs to focus on infrastructural and societal issues in order to reach the WHO’s 

global vaccination goal of 70 %. AMC countries face problems such as deficiencies in cold-

chain infrastructure, vaccine hesitancy and inadequate distribution networks. At the same 

time, the loosening of pandemic restrictions in HICs and the resulting increase in 

international travel combined with the slow roll-out of vaccines in less wealthy parts of the 

world create favourable conditions for the virus to potentially mutate again and create new 

variants.50 An assessment of the local absorption capacities in AMC economies identifies 

two major factors that impede the uptake of vaccines: infrastructural deficiencies and a lack 

of local production capacities. 

Infrastructural deficiencies 

An efficient global roll-out of COVID-19 vaccines does not only depend on the sufficient 

supply of vaccine doses, but also on the availability of adequate cold-chain equipment. 

COVAX partners originally anticipated that most COVID-19 vaccines would require storage 

between two and eight degrees Celsius in standard vaccine refrigerators. But the Pfizer-

BioNTech mRNA vaccine that requires storage in ultra-cold chain freezers (UCC) between 

minus 60 and minus 86 degrees Celsius has now become the main vaccine offered through 

the COVAX programme. However, UCC and other cold-chain infrastructure is lacking in 

COVAX recipient countries.  

In 2021, COVAX procured more than 200 cold rooms and 5 000 vaccine refrigerators. In 

addition, UNICEF delivered more than 800 UCC freezers, two thirds of which through 

COVAX.51 Despite these efforts, a UNICEF survey from January 2022 found that 44 out of 

55 African Union Member States were still showing critical gaps in their cold-chain 

infrastructure: 24 countries were lacking fridges, 18 countries deep freezers, 22 countries 

walk-in freezers and 16 countries walk-in cold rooms.52  

As discussed above, HICs, including those that take part in COVAX, have bought a large 

number of vaccines through bilateral agreements with manufacturers. Within COVAX, 

opting for the optional purchase track has given them the flexibility to choose the kind and 

number of vaccines they obtain through the programme. As a result, number and type of 

vaccines that become available to participating AMC economies are difficult to predict in 

 
50 Cf. Guarascio & Rigby (2022). 
51 Cf. UNICEF (2022), p. 27. 
52 Cf. Guarascio & Rigby (2022). 
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advance. This leads to logistical problems in the receiving countries, because they often do 

not possess the means to adequately react on short notice to rising and falling numbers of 

vaccines that need to be processed. The same problem applies to excess vaccine doses that 

are donated to COVAX shortly before they expire. Some of these vaccine doses cannot be 

used and are sent back to the donor countries or discarded. As a reaction, COVAX has 

obligated donors to notify the arrival of vaccine doses at least four weeks in advance and to 

only donate doses with a minimum shelf-life of ten weeks.53 

Infrastructural deficiencies like these negatively affect the respective countries’ vaccine 

absorption capacities and consequently slow down vaccination campaigns. The fact that 

vaccine donations often become available within short notice inhibits long-term planning 

within the already limited infrastructural resources. Critics therefore claim that COVAX has 

focused too much on vaccine supply and was not fast enough to invest in infrastructure and 

equipment for its recipient countries.54 

Lacking local production capacities 

Beyond cold-chain infrastructure, the COVID-19 pandemic has revealed a lack of production 

capacity for medical products worldwide, but most drastically in Africa. On the African 

continent, imports make up 99 % of vaccines and around 70 % of essential medicines, 

protective equipment and diagnostics.55  

Existing initiatives often focus on aid and imports instead of industrial strategies and the 

development of independent production capacities and know-how. Nonetheless, LMICs 

need resilient health systems, supply chain security and local capacity for vaccination 

campaigns to end the pandemic and prevent future ones.56 

Until now, COVAX has strongly relied on donations from wealthier countries that only 

become available once their domestic demand decreases. While the redistribution of vaccine 

doses through COVAX was an important instrument to meet acute demands in the first 

months after COVID-19 vaccines became available, it now increasingly needs to be 

complemented by middle- and long-term structural measures with the aim of creating a high 

level of pandemic preparedness globally. This requires COVAX to support AMC countries 

 
53 Cf. WHO (2021b). 
54 Cf. Guarascio & Rigby (2022). 
55 Cf. Geddes (2021). 
56 Cf. Irwin (2021), Geddes (2021) and Fransen et al. (2021). 
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in the establishment of independent production capacities for vaccines, tests and medicines 

that are needed to contain the current as well as potential future pandemics.57  

2.2 Towards vaccine equity: other EU initiatives 

The European Union’s participation in the COVAX programme is only one part of its larger 

contribution to the global response to COVID-19. The European institutions take an active 

role in shaping global health priorities through their commitments in different international 

fora (e.g., the EU’s strategic partnership with the WHO) and through their financial 

contribution to health-related global issues.  

The Coronavirus Global Response  

In spring 2020, the European Commission launched the Coronavirus Global Response, a 

fund-raising initiative for universal and affordable access to COVID-19 testing, vaccination 

and treatment. At the same time, it aims at strengthening health systems and promoting 

economic recovery. A total of 15.9 billion euros was raised in two major campaigns: 

1. the Coronavirus Global Response pledging event, co-convened by the European 

Commission, four EU Member States, Canada, Japan, Norway, Saudi Arabia (then 

G20 presidency) and the UK, on 4 May 2020, and 

2. the Global Goal: Unite for our Future Summit, co-convened by the European 

Commission and the advocacy Global Citizen on 27 June 2020. 

EU Member States contributed 3.1 billion euros, the EIB 2 billion euros and the European 

Commission 1.4 billion euros.58 

The EU-WHO partnership 

Based on a Memorandum of Understanding between the European Commission and the 

WHO, the EU and the WHO entertain a strategic partnership involving the European 

Commission, the European Council, the European External Action Service, the EU’s 

financial institutions and the EU Delegations. In the framework of this partnership, they 

support countries to meet the UN’s health-related Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), 

particularly Goal 3 on Good Health and Well-Being. Regular high-level strategic dialogues 

identify synergies and strengthen the shared commitment to work towards Universal Health 

 
57 Cf. Unmüßig (2022). 
58 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 7 and European Union (2020). 
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Coverage (UHC). The partnership aims to improve local health systems as well as their 

capacity to adequately prepare for, prevent and respond to health emergencies.  

In the past years, the EU and the WHO have intensified their partnership under the EU’s 

‘Team Europe’ approach to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and its global consequences. In 

this setting, they collaborate to end the pandemic and to support a post-pandemic recovery 

that is based on resilient health systems. In the period of 2020 to 2021, the European 

Commission has been the 5th largest donor to the WHO: Mainly through the Directorates 

General for International Partnership (INTPA), for Neighbourhood and Enlargement 

Negotiations (NEAR) and for Civil Protection and Humanitarian Aid (ECHO), the European 

Commission has contributed 466 million US-dollars to WHO activities aimed at SDG 3 and 

the strengthening of accessible, affordable and efficient health systems around the world.59  

With regard to the COVID-19 pandemic, EU funds under the Team Europe initiative for 

local manufacturing in Africa are used to improve equitable access to safe and effective 

vaccines and medicines and to enhance local production capacities, particularly in Sub-

Saharan Africa. In March 2022, EU Commissioner for International Partnerships Jutta 

Urpilainen and WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus announced to step up 

the support under this initiative through a pledge of 24.5 million euros from the EU budget. 

The funds are meant to assist the African Union in increasing local vaccine production and 

to support other areas that are relevant to the fight of the pandemic, such as jobs and growth, 

trade and scientific cooperation.  

The EU’s financial contribution targets three fields of action:  

1. Regulatory strengthening (11.5 million euros): These funds will be used to support 

regional, national and continental African partners in the strengthening of regulatory 

frameworks and functions. This package aims to reinforce the African Medicines 

Regulatory Harmonisation (AMRH) initiative as well as the African Medicines Agency 

and is part of a broader effort to create an innovative environment that encourages the 

local manufacturing of vaccines, medicines and other health technologies.  

2. Technology transfer (12 million euros): In cooperation with national, continental and 

global stakeholders, the WHO facilitates technology transfer for local vaccine production 

in Sub-Saharan Africa through the COVAX Manufacturing Task Force. The EU’s funds 

support the mRNA technology transfer hub in South Africa in regional technology 

 
59 Cf. WHO (2022b). 
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transfer and workforce development. The total EU support to the hub (EU institutions + 

Member States) amounts to 40 million euros. 

3. Demand consolidation and strategic purchasing (1 million euros): These funds are 

designated to enhance markets for locally produced commodities. It will be used to assist 

leaders and communities on the African continent to defragment demand and thus better 

predict needs.60  

Scaling-up vaccine production and rollout in Africa 

Acknowledging that the distribution of vaccines rather than their supply currently is the key 

challenge in pursuit of equitable global access to COVID-19 vaccines, the European 

Commission adapted its global response strategy to the pandemic.61 Thus, the European 

Commission announced at the Second COVID-19 Summit on 12 May 2022 a financial 

contribution of 427 million euros to the Global Pandemic Preparedness Fund set up by the 

G20 in April 2022. 62 This sum is dedicated to the acceleration of the roll-out and uptake of 

COVID-19 vaccines and other tools to fight the pandemic on the African continent. In her 

statement to the pledge, European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen declared the 

use of available vaccine doses as well as the strengthening of health systems and 

preparedness capacities a priority.63  

As a reaction to the changed supply-demand situation of COVID-19 vaccines, the European 

Commission declared to focus its future support efforts on the most efficient use of the 

available vaccine doses: In addition to the 427 million euros for the Global Pandemic 

Preparedness Fund, Team Europe pledged 300 million euros to support vaccination 

campaigns in Africa by funding supply chain management, logistics and service delivery, 

the supply of medical equipment such as syringes and the administration of vaccines. This 

sum will partially be channeled through COVAX and partially through other initiatives. An 

additional 100 million euros were dedicated to support equitable access to diagnostics, 

medicines and the strengthening of health systems, amounting to a total sum of 150 million 

euros mobilised by the European Union for this purpose. This sum will be channeled through 

the COVID-19 Response Mechanism of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and 

Malaria.64 

 
60 Cf. European Commission (2022b). 
61 Cf. European Commission (2022c). 
62 Cf. Reuters (2022). 
63 Cf. European Commission (2022c). 
64 Cf. ibid. 
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As mentioned above, the COVID-19 pandemic has brought the existing deficits in vaccine 

development and production in LMICs to global awareness. In April 2021, the African 

Union announced its intention to step up the domestic production of vaccines needed on the 

continent from currently 1 % to 60 % until 2040 by expanding manufacturing capacities and 

facilitating vaccine distribution. In May 2021, Team Europe pledged to support this initiative 

with 1 billion euros, mainly financed from the EU budget and the EIB but also from Member 

States’ contributions.65  

A new Directorate-General for Pandemic Preparedness  

With the Health Emergency Preparedness and Response Authority (HERA) Incubator, the 

European Commission has launched a bio-defence preparedness plan in February 2021, after 

the emergence of the first new SARS-CoV-2 variants. Its aim is to deepen the cooperation 

of science, industries and public authorities to monitor newly emerging variants of the virus 

and to adapt available vaccines accordingly. The initiative includes a task force that works 

on industrial upscaling in order to help the EU’s manufacturing contractors to avoid 

bottlenecks in the production of COVID-19 vaccines.66 Additionally, the European 

Commission has established a temporary authorisation mechanism to improve the export 

monitoring of COVID-19 vaccines which were developed thanks to the EU’s advance 

purchase agreements. Vaccine exports to COVAX AMC countries, however, are excepted 

from this mechanism.67 HERA was established as a new Directorate-General of the 

European Commission on 16 September 2021.68 

Over the past two years, the European Commission has initiated multiple efforts in the fight 

against the pandemic, within and beyond the European Union’s borders. While Team Europe 

has been one of the largest financial contributors to international initiatives, the European 

Commission has also launched new ones itself. On the issue of equitable global access to 

COVID-19 vaccines in particular, the European Union has contributed to COVAX as one of 

the programme’s main donors.  

At the same time, the European Commission has acknowledged that a sustainable strategy 

must go beyond the supply issue. It has dedicated financial support to structural issues that 

will in the medium-term lead to greater independence and enhanced pandemic preparedness 

 
65 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 7 and European Commission (2022a). 
66 Cf. European Commission (2022d). 
67 Cf. European Parliament (2022), p. 7. 
68 Cf. European Commission (2022e). 
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of health systems in LMICs. A particular focus of the EU's commitment lies on initiatives 

addressing the African continent and the resilience of its health care systems.  

Criticism addresses the EU’s stance regarding intellectual property rights, notably patents 

on COVID-19 vaccines: Governmental and non-governmental actors in the field of 

international cooperation claim that the EU attaches greater importance to the protection of 

the financial interests of its pharmaceutical contracting partners than to equitable access to 

vaccines worldwide. 

3. Ending COVID-19: The EU’s way forward 

Despite the progress already achieved, the pandemic is not yet contained in all parts of the 

world. The future global development in view of potential new virus variants remains 

unclear. Revisiting the four hindering factors to global vaccination efficacy determined by 

Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus (see chapter 2.1) in the light of the previous assessment 

allows to identify the issues that currently need to be addressed most urgently. 

While vaccine nationalism and vaccine diplomacy are the factors most directly connected to 

the question of fair global access to vaccines in the strict sense of the term, vaccine hesitancy 

and vaccine euphoria are equally relevant when considering access to vaccines not only in 

terms of availability but also in terms of vaccine uptake and immunisation rates.  

1. Vaccine nationalism: With the stabilisation of vaccine supply in HICs, vaccine 

nationalism currently seems to have faded into the background. However, if the 

underlying dynamic that facilitated the emergence of this issue, notably the 

imbalance in global vaccine production, is not addressed, it could resurge when 

Omicron-adapted vaccines become available. 

2. Vaccine diplomacy: With the ceding scarcity of vaccine doses, vaccine diplomacy is 

less pronounced at present than when effective COVID-19 vaccines first became 

available. Its logics, however, risk to be transposed to the currently more pressing 

issue of infrastructural health care support. Vaccine diplomacy and related 

phenomena following the same logics can be countered by strengthening fair global 

access mechanisms and the resilience of health care systems worldwide. Strong and 

independent health care systems make it impossible for third parties to draw political 

profit from the provision of vaccines or other support because recipient countries are 

no longer reliant on their aid. 
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3. Vaccine hesitancy: Vaccine hesitancy is a factor that has long been neglected in HICs 

as well as in LMICs. Only after the initial vaccine shortage was overcome, it became 

apparent as one of the main factors obstructing vaccine uptake globally. It is one of 

the main issues that needs to be addressed to secure the progress of the global 

immunisation campaign. 

4. Vaccine euphoria: At present, vaccine euphoria mainly affects HICs that have 

reached the 70 % vaccination rate and that therefore have been able to loosen their 

pandemic restrictions. If the other factors hindering the global immunisation 

campaign are not properly addressed, it represents a considerable risk for those 

countries to be hit unprepared by potentially emerging new virus variants against 

which the existing vaccines are less effective. 

To counter vaccine nationalism and vaccine diplomacy, the global supply structure needs to 

be secured and vaccine dependency needs to be reduced. Resilient health care systems and 

independent supply structures worldwide enhance global pandemic preparedness. To ensure 

the most efficient progress of global immunisation campaigns while reducing pressure on 

health care structures to a minimum, vaccination strategies need to primarily target the 

populations most vulnerable to the virus. Vaccine hesitancy and vaccine euphoria show that 

the pandemic still is a global issue that concerns HICs and LMICs alike. The progress of 

immunisation campaigns in HICs demonstrates that, after overcoming the problem of 

supply, information and communication on the efficiency and importance of vaccines is 

particularly important to counter vaccine hesitancy.  

This assessment allows to derive the following political priorities to improve fair global 

access to vaccines and to increase their uptake: 

a) establishing durable immunisation infrastructure and building regional vaccine 

manufacturing capacities worldwide; 

b) ensuring priority access to COVID-19 vaccination for the most vulnerable population 

groups; 

c) stopping misinformation and the conscious spread of disinformation on vaccines to 

counter vaccination hesitancy.  

For an effective implementation of these priorities, HICs have to intensify their efforts to 

adequately support LMICs in reaching these objectives.69 

 
69 Cf. Bollyky et al. (2022). 
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As the assessment in this paper has shown, the European Union has actively participated in 

global efforts to enhance vaccine availability since the beginning of the COVID-19 

pandemic. With the WHO’s goal of a 70 % worldwide vaccination rate within reach – 

although unequally spread across the globe – the European Commission now has to decide 

how it wishes to position the European Union within this global setting and which 

conclusions it is going to draw for its future policy strategy. It can choose between different 

degrees of involvement in the future global efforts towards worldwide immunisation: 

3.1 Scenario 1: More of the same 

Team Europe has been one of the main donors in the COVAX programme. Through its 

numerous pledges to this mechanism and other initiatives in which the European 

Commission has taken a leading role, it has largely contributed to making efficient vaccines 

available. Through the joint EU-WHO initiative, the European Union has also invested in 

the structural strengthening of health systems around the world. The European Commission 

has demonstrated its ability to identify needs for action and has responded through the 

creation of support initiatives designed to answer to those needs, notably through its Global 

Response fundraising initiative and the adaptation of its pandemic response strategy 

according to current requirements. In doing so, the European Commission has managed to 

create a broad and diversified footing for its commitment in the fight against COVID-19. 

Efforts to date are beginning to show results in terms of global immunisation coverage.  

The European Commission could therefore decide that its tried and tested approach is 

effective enough and continue to focus on existing initiatives. This strategy, however, risks 

to fall short. Current initiatives, including COVAX, still heavily emphasise the supply of 

vaccines. As concluded in chapter 2, the main challenges for vaccination campaigns in 

LMICs have meanwhile shifted from the provision to the distribution of vaccines, which has 

brought infrastructural problems in the health care systems of the recipient countries to the 

forefront. While the European Commission has started to address these problems in its 

support initiatives, the current pace at which these problems are being tackled is slow. In the 

face of an evolving virus, however, it is crucial to speed up global immunisation to stem 

further SARS-CoV-2 mutations. Moreover, efficient vaccination campaigns rely on a high 

level of trust in available vaccines. The problem of growing vaccination hesitancy in LMICs 

remains largely unaddressed by the EU’s activities to date. 
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3.2 Scenario 2: Declaring the end of the pandemic 

The European Union has already reached a vaccination rate surpassing the WHO’s 70 % 

mark on its own territory70 and its Member States have been able to loosen many of the  

far-reaching pandemic restrictions to economic and social life. Furthermore, the WTO 

countries have finally come to an agreement on a waiver of certain TRIPS obligations, 

largely building upon a proposal brought forward by the EU.  

In the light of this success and with a comparatively high level of pandemic containment on 

Union territory, the European Commission could declare the end of the pandemic phase of 

COVID-19. It could proceed to gradually phase out its international commitments targeting 

global immunisation and re-orient its resources towards other acute problems such as the 

current energy crisis and the fight against climate change.  

While these other issues justify urgent action, a premature declaration of the end of the 

pandemic would increase the risk of the emergence of new virus variants and other negative 

repercussions of vaccine euphoria. Ultimately, it could lead to a resurgence of the acute 

pandemic phase on the European continent and necessitate the re-introduction of the recently 

loosened restrictions. On a global scale, the unilateral declaration of the pandemic’s end by 

HICs risks relapses and with that an indefinite prolongation of the worldwide health 

emergency. 

3.3 Scenario 3: No one is safe until everyone is safe – ending the pandemic for all 

The third and recommended option is for the European Commission to expand on its role as 

a leading global actor in the joint international efforts to end the pandemic everywhere and 

for all, following its self-declared motto “no one is safe until everyone is safe”71. 

The European Commission should therefore focus its future commitment on the three 

political priorities identified above: 

a) Durable immunsation infrastructure and regional vaccine manufacturing capacities, 

b) Priority access to COVID-19 vaccines for the most vulnerable population groups and 

c) Stopping vaccine mis- and disinformation.  

When designing new initiatives, it is essential to not only focus on vaccine supply but also 

sustainably strengthen the targeted regions’ absorption capacities. The following policy 

 
70 Cf. Our World in Data (2022a). 
71 Cf. European Commission (2020b). 
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recommendations are therefore based on the framework established by Andersen et al. (see 

chapter 1.1) to strengthen absorption capacities and each correspond to one or more of the 

four suggested fields of activities: setting up supply chains, staffing & equipment, 

systemisation and strategic communication & community engagement. 72 

a) Durable immunisation infrastructure and regional vaccine manufacturing capacities 

While the vaccination of children and babies has been part of global health programmes for 

many years, a different infrastructure is needed for the vaccination of adults. Children can 

be reached through immunisation initiatives in schools and pediatric clinics or in the 

framework of prenatal care programmes, but COVID-19 vaccination campaigns need to 

address a much larger and more diverse target group which does not primarily include young 

children below the age of five.73  

The current pandemic could be regarded as an opportunity to integrate lasting immunisation 

infrastructure into the health care systems of LMICs while building on existing resources. 

People with a medical background, for instance pharmacists, could be trained and mobilised 

to provide low-threshold vaccination offers directly in the communities, for example through 

the set-up of mobile vaccination clinics (staffing & equipment and setting up supply chains). 

This would simultaneously create an opportunity for community-specific information 

campaigns on COVID-19 vaccines (strategic communication & community engagement). 

Such infrastructure would also help with the swift administration of boosters or adapted 

vaccines against COVID-19 variants and could at the same time be used for vaccination 

campaigns against other diseases (setting up supply chains). The European Commission 

should therefore dedicate future pledges or fundraising campaigns specifically to the support 

of projects that target the implementation of infrastructural improvements within the existing 

health care systems of LMICs.74 

As concluded in the assessment above, building vaccine manufacturing capacities in LMICs 

is crucial to ensure early and equitable worldwide access to vaccines and improve global 

pandemic preparedness. Only if the quick availability and roll-out of efficient vaccines and 

treatments is guaranteed in all parts of the world, health emergencies at global scale, as seen 

in the current COVID-19 pandemic, can be prevented in the future. Financial and technical 

assistance from HICs is crucial to reach this objective in underserved regions.  

 
72 Cf. Andersen et al. (2021). 
73 Cf. Bolloky et al. (2022). 
74 Cf. ibid 
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Africa currently is the continent most affected by this lack of production capacities with a 

vaccine import rate of 99 %.75 It is also the continent with the lowest COVID-19 vaccination 

rate: As of 22 August 2022, only 21.7 % of Africa’s population had been fully vaccinated.76 

Some programmes with the objective of obtaining independent vaccine supply security in 

Africa have already been launched. In April 2021, the Africa Centres for Disease Control 

and Prevention (CDC) initiated Partnerships for African Vaccine Manufacturing, an 

initiative to attract investment on a global scale, to foster technology transfer, to boost local 

research and development activities and to improve regulatory capacities on regional level. 

The overarching aim is to produce 60 % of the vaccines needed in Africa on the continent 

itself by 2040.77 

Considerable progress towards greater vaccine independence has been made in the course of 

the past year, involving a variety of actors that include African governments, vaccine 

producers and international donors: The vaccine producers Johnson & Johnson78 and 

BioNTech/Pfizer79 have signed deals on local ‘fill-and-finish’ manufacturing of their 

COVID-19 vaccines, which is the last step in the production process, in South Africa. In 

March 2022, the vaccine manufacturer Moderna signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

with the Kenyan Ministry of Health to build the first mRNA vaccine production facility in 

Africa with a capacity of 500 million doses per year.80 By January 2022, Algeria, Egypt, 

Morocco, Rwanda and Senegal had equally either signed Memoranda of Understanding for 

the manufacturing of COVID-19 vaccines or started their production. Côte d'Ivoire, Ghana 

and Nigeria have also signaled interest to do so in the future.81  

The European Commission has already pledged financial support to the expansion of local 

vaccine manufacturing in Africa as part of Team Europe in May 2021 (see chapter 2.2). But 

continuous cooperation will be needed to reach the target of regionally producing 60 % of 

the domestic vaccine requirements as well as the interim goals set at 10 % until 2025 and  

30 % until 2030.82 The WTO agreement on a TRIPS waiver is a first step, but the European 

Commission should critically monitor and assess its effectiveness in terms of vaccine equity 

and, if necessary, re-evaluate its rather restrictive position on the matter. In addition, the 

 
75 Cf. Geddes (2021). 
76 Cf. Our World in Data (2022e). 
77 Cf. Africa CDC (2022) and Ravelo & Jerving (2022). 
78 Cf. Beukes (2020). 
79 Cf. Pfizer (2021). 
80 Cf. Ministry of Health of the Republic of Kenya (2022). 
81 Cf. Ravelo & Jerving (2022). 
82 Cf. ibid. 
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European Commission should promote the inclusion of COVID-19 diagnostics and 

therapeutics in the TRIPS waiver agreement and encourage WTO members to limit or 

suspend export restrictions on essential medical technologies during the current as well as in 

the case of potential future pandemics (setting up supply chains).  

To complement the creation of manufacturing capacities, the European Commission should 

advocate for funders of vaccine research and development to include provisions in their 

licensing agreements that require or at least encourage the transfer of technology that is 

relevant in the fight against the current – or any future – pandemic to qualified producers in 

underserved regions (setting up supply chains). To ensure that international regulatory 

standards are met, the European Commission should, together with recipient countries, 

initiate specialised training opportunities through exchange programmes with established 

vaccine manufacturers (staffing & equipment). 

b) Priority access to COVID-19 vaccines for the most vulnerable population groups 

The WHO’s goal of vaccinating 70 % of all countries’ populations remains an important 

target in ending the pandemic. The emergence of the newest Omicron variants of the virus, 

however, have made a strategic shift in the global vaccination campaigns necessary. Since 

the currently available vaccines were designed to target the 2020 wildtype of SARS-CoV-2, 

they offer only limited protection against the contraction of the now dominant BA.4 and 

BA.5 variants83. This means that stopping the spread of COVID-19 through high vaccination 

rates alone is no longer possible. Vaccination does, however, still significantly reduce the 

risk of hospitalisation after an infection. Data from US CDC show that in June 2022, 

COVID-19-related hospitalisations of unvaccinated adults above the age of 18 were 4.6 

times higher than those of vaccinated adults who had at least completed the initial 

vaccination protocol. In unvaccinated adults older than 65 years, the hospitalisation risk was 

even 6.3 times higher than in the vaccinated group.84 Against this backdrop, prioritising 

vulnerable groups for full vaccination is at present the most effective strategy to limit 

hospitalisation rates and deaths associated with COVID-19. 

On a global scale, vaccination booster campaigns, predominantly in HICs, as well as 

unprioritised efforts to vaccinate as many people as possible bear the hazard of leaving 

populations at high risk unprotected. Especially in LMICs, settings with low health care 

 
83 Cf. Wendler (2022). 
84 Cf. CDC (2022). 
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resources and underdeveloped patient information systems represent a challenge for the 

identification and priorisation of vulnerable and hard-to-reach population groups.  

The European Commission should put a special focus on collaboration projects between 

international organisations, specialised non-profit aid agencies, donor countries and health 

officials in LMICs to enable the immunisation of the most vulnerable groups, such as health 

professionals, immunocompromised patients, older individuals and marginalised 

populations. Several best-practice examples for such collaborations already exist: In 

Uganda, the national government and the US CDC have set up centralised systems enabling 

health care officials to track populations by age as well as by medical and vaccination status 

and to increase vaccination rates in prioritised groups (systemisation).85  

In Mali, the US programme Global VAX has supported the recruitment and training of more 

than 800 health workers to undertake community surveys in order to better understand the 

local populations’ attitudes towards COVID-19 vaccines and to identify community-specific 

barriers impeding the vaccination of vulnerable groups (staffing & equipment and strategic 

communication & community engagement).86 Such collaborative projects often make use of 

medical infrastructure established under pre-established international cooperation initiatives, 

such as the US President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR).  

Partnerships with local actors are most efficient when they already exist before a crisis 

occurs. Consequently, investments that address the current COVID-19 pandemic should aim 

at the establishment of lasting infrastructure that will at the same time help to manage 

potential future health crises (setting up supply chains).87 

c) Stopping vaccine mis- and disinformation 

Misinformation around vaccines and a lack of awareness of their importance is an issue that 

urgently needs to be addressed, according to UNAIDS and the Africa CDC.88 This is a 

problem whose impeding effect on the success of COVID-19 vaccination campaign has been 

underestimated by the responsible authorities worldwide. Information campaigns involving 

community leaders who discuss the benefits and risks of vaccination against COVID-19 can 

reduce vaccine hesitancy in groups that are skeptical of government interventions. In the 

 
85 Cf. USAID (2022a). 
86 Cf. USAID (2022b). 
87 Cf. Bollyky et al. (2022). 
88 Cf. UNAIDS (2022). 
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United States, this strategy proved successful in the case of the Navajo Nation, accelerating 

vaccine uptake above the national average in early 2021.89 

Broad evidence-based information campaigns are needed to efficiently counter mis- and 

disinformation on COVID-19 vaccines. For such campaigns to be effective, strategies are 

needed to better equip governments as well as health officials to manage disinformation, 

now as well as with view to potential future health crises. Research by the Center for 

Countering Digital Hate, a US non-profit initiative, revealed that 65 % of mis- and 

disinformation around COVID-19 online could be traced back to twelve individuals on 

social media, the ‘Disinformation Dozen’.90 Since it is still difficult to legally prevent such 

disinformation campaigns, continuous monitoring for false information around vaccines on 

social media is necessary, and effective counter-narratives need to be developed (strategic 

communication & community engagement).  

While the sanctioning of digital disinformation lies in the hands of local authorities, 

monitoring efforts need to be put on a global base, since they are spread through a 

transnational medium. The WHO had warned of a so-called ‘infodemic’ around COVID-19 

already in early 2020. It could be a suitable international body with to monitor and counter 

circulating myths and disinformation on the pandemic through the dissemination of well-

targeted and adequately formulated information campaigns to a broad public (systemisation 

and strategic communication & community engagement).91  

The European Commission should therefore assess whether such an initiative could be 

launched in the framework of its existing COVID-19 partnership with the WHO and seek to 

make the necessary technical and financial resources available to put it into practice. This 

could be a first step towards a coordinated global monitoring mechanism on COVID-19-

related mis- and disinformation (systemisation). A better understanding of the strategies of 

anti-vaccination groups and the factors that foster a wide spread of disinformation is essential 

to develop effective information campaigns that debunk false claims and broadcast evidence-

based counter-narratives (strategic communication & community engagement).92 

 
89 Cf. Treisman (2021). 
90 Cf. Ahmed (2022), p. 29. 
91 Cf. Bolloky et al. (2022). 
92 Cf. ibid. 
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Conclusion 

Since the emergence of SARS-CoV-2, the European Commission has always quickly 

responded to the acute demands of the COVID-19 pandemic and has initiated appropriate 

response mechanisms. But the global fight against COVID-19 is not yet won. In view of the 

emergence of new virus variants and a global imbalance in the current status of crisis 

response, the European Commission must maintain its responsiveness in order not to lose 

the progress made.  

Even if the efforts of the past two and a half years currently allow the relaxation of pandemic 

restrictions on the European continent, it is still too early to declare the end of the pandemic 

worldwide. According to the European Commission’s own motto for the fight against 

COVID-19, no one is safe until everyone is safe. Equitable global access to efficient vaccines 

is an essential and necessary step to reach this goal.  

Ending the pandemic for all, as described in the third scenario above, is therefore the best 

way forward towards a future European strategy to contain COVID-19 on a global scale. By 

implementing the policy recommendations along the three political priorities identified in 

this paper, the European Commission can take on a leading role in improving fair global 

access to COVID-19 vaccines and in ending the pandemic globally and for all. 
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